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Guidebook to Snowdonia's best year-round mountain walks, from
scrambles up Wales' highest mountains to sheltered walks for bad weather
or rest days. This book contains 40 single-day walks, plus details of a twoday traverse of all of Snowdonia's 3000ft peaks. Snowdonia can lay claim
to some of the finest, most varied mountain walking in Britain and this
guidebook showcases it all, from Grade 1 scrambles, like Crib Goch or
Bristly Ridge, to riverside and forest walks.
The Snowdonia National Park boasts 15 summits over 3000ft. Many of
these can be reached either by pulse-quickening scrambles or on easier
paths. This guidebook presents different routes up Snowdon and Tryfan,
including the Snowdon Horseshoe, along with routes on other classic
mountains such as Cadair Idris, Y Garn and The Rhinogs.
Includes details of travel and transport, including narrow gauge railways
and local buses.

Key marketing points
• The best of Snowdonia, easily accessed from major population centres
• An excellent year-round walking destination
• All routes accompanied by comprehensive 1:50,000 OS mapping

About the author
Terry Fletcher has been walking and climbing in Snowdonia for almost 50
years since first visiting the Llanberis Pass as an awestruck teenage rock
climber. He has been a full-time professional writer for more than 40 years,
writing for almost every national newspaper as well as specialist
magazines and appearing on television and radio to comment on the
outdoors.
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